
PLAGUES 

 

Explanation: We have dealt with several plagues. Provided in this document are the treatments for the plagues 

we have dealt with. This is based upon the order in which we have dealt with them – the most recent to the 

oldest. A few of these treatments have been used multiple times. Others we have used only once and it’s possible 

that they may never need to be used again. Plagues come from a variety of sources. The creation of a plague can 

be: 1) Man-made, 2) Earthly, 3) Godly created or 4) Created by rebellion spirits. For more information on each 

type of creation see: “How to recover from an infection.”  

When doing a plague treatment we consider the devastating effects and desire to offer the treatments to all 

people. With this in mind, plagues often spread rapidly, so depending upon the plague, treating all people and 

the methods of spreading the infected is a critical component of the treatment. When treating others, we don’t 

force them to accept the treatment, but we can invite the energy into the person’s space and invite each person 

to accept it.  

Muscle test if the plague can be treated by one of the treatments provided on this document. If so, follow this up 

by asking the number. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Plague Treatment #1 

In this situation we found three rebellious spirits that had each created a plague. The plagues were treated in a 

similar manner.  

 Abaddon’s plague 

 Azazel’s plague   

 Ishtar’s Plague 

Abaddon’s plague: 

Freeze the specimen from within you. This is referring to the spirit of the great fallen leaders. You will use a 

precise tool as a weapon. This tool will be given unto you, but cannot be named as you are inflicted by these 

spirits as well and it must not be uttered in the presence of this powerful evil. Simply ask for “the previously 

directed tool” for the sanctity of removing the evil from within and it will be so.  

Once the process has begun you have exactly 23 seconds to complete it before the numbing quarters have been 

removed. This is prime time to locate the particle within each plague which expels the organisms into outer 

darkness. This plague was created by evil and has no place within this world; therefore, even the bacteria must be 

cast into the pits of darkness to be absolved by the one who created it. There is no time to wait for the healing 

process, in fact once it’s been removed there must also be a barrier offered.  

(Note: 23 seconds is a relatively short time to read the quoted sentences below, so read them fast.) 

Follow the steps: 

1. Begin a timer for 23 seconds 



2. “I ask for the previously directed tool for the sanctity of removing the evil from within to touch all 

particles of evil that has entered into my body within this plague in correlation to Abaddon”  

3. “I locate all particles within each plague including all remaining bacteria and bacterial components, even 

the spores and in the name of Jesus Christ I command all components of this plague to be cast into the 

fiery pits of hell to become absolved.”  

4. “I command the cording to become destroyed and burned with the rivers of energy flowing between the 

galaxies.”  

5. End timer 

6. Protection - I ask for a merkaba to protect me from further evil plagues.  

a. Upon each point of this merkaba we use the frequency 52,389.28 and vibration 46,228.25 of the 

Adamic language speaking life through words similar to and representing, “My body is a sacred 

holy temple, within it lives many strands of Godly matter; notwithstanding, there shall be no 

instance in which evil may take part of this creation that I hold dear. And we ask for this to be 

placed upon all 5 points.”   

Azazel’s plague: 

1. Begin a timer for 23 seconds 

2. “I ask for the previously directed tool for the sanctity of removing the evil from within to touch all 

particles of evil that has entered into my body within this plague in correlation to Azazel”  

3. “I locate all particles within each plague including all remaining bacteria and bacterial components, even 

the spores and in the name of Jesus Christ I command all components of this plague to be cast into the 

fiery pits of hell to become absolved.”  

4. “I command the cording to become destroyed and burned with the Light Rod to God within me.”  

5. End timer 

6. Protection - I ask for a merkaba to protect me from further evil plagues.    

a. Upon each point of this merkaba we use the negative frequency 333.21 and negative vibration 

555.55 of the Adamic language speaking life through words similar to and representing, “My body 

is a sacred holy temple, within it lives many strands of Godly matter; notwithstanding, there shall 

be no instance in which evil may take part of this creation that I hold dear. And we ask for this to 

be placed upon all 5 points.”   

Ishtar’s plague: 

1. Begin a timer for 23 seconds 

2. “I ask for the previously directed tool for the sanctity of removing the evil from within to touch all 

particles of evil that has entered into my body within this plague in correlation to Ishtar”  

3. “I locate all particles within each plague including all remaining bacteria and bacterial components, even 

the spores and in the name of Jesus Christ I command all components of this plague to be cast into the 

fiery pits of hell to become absolved.”  

4. “I command the cording to become destroyed with the assistance of the hounds.”  

5. End timer 

6. Protection - I ask for a merkaba to protect me from further evil plagues.    

a. Upon each point of this merkaba we use the frequency 4,237,252.04 and vibration 4,262,790.13 

of the Adamic language speaking life through words similar to and representing, “My body is a 

sacred holy temple, within it lives many strands of Godly matter; notwithstanding, there shall be 

no instance in which evil may take part of this creation that I hold dear. And we ask for this to be 

placed upon all 5 points.”   

 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Plague Treatment #2 

Note: This plague will be very perceptive to your thoughts. Also consider offering this treatment to all people who 

have become infected by it.  

1. Ask for a bag to be placed in the person’s crown chakra and hangs down to the back of the neck  

2. Ask for the Healing Light Ray from the Sun to be sent into the bag to line the inside of it  

3. Time: the plague will be attracted to the bag – give it 4 minute 

4. Once the plague is all gathered inside ask for peppermint to be placed in the bag, which will heal the 

plague 

5. Then add salt to the exterior of the bag to create a chemical reaction 

6. Follow this up by using the bacterial compound to heal from the plague 

7. There is an energy source within the Earth that can offer relief from pain and illnesses – invite this into the 

meridian to be distributed throughout the spirit, mind and body to all of the proper locations.  

This plague is spread through water, so the water must be treated as well: 

1. Washing process and add heat to sanitize: 

2. Invite element #513 into the water for 1 minute 

3. Invite the sun to bathe the water and plague for 1 minute 

4. Dry plague by the heat of the moon for 1 minute 

5. Combine each step together to create a rotating cycle for 1 minute each 

6. Invite this cycle to occur for ## days 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Plague Treatment #3 

1. Muscle test: Is there is a rebellious spirit within the plague? (Or one of Lucifer’s children.) If so remove the 
spirit: 

a. In the name of Jesus Christ command the rebellious spirit that is divided up among all of the 
particles of this infection to be brought back together into one piece. Offer this rebellious spirit a 
chance to heal. 

i. Heal their energetic wounds and offer them a temporary shield for protection.  Offer 
another act of service; this is the only kindness they have received in a long time.  Wash 
their feet or kiss their heart or remind them of their humanity through memories of their 
childhood or family or loved ones. (Do these through visualizations.) 

b. Give this spirit 3 choices: 1) “Leave in peace and go about your way.”  2) “I will cast you out if you 
choose to attack.” 3) “You’re invited to turn your heart towards God and become an angel in 
training.” Ask for angelic missionaries or angelic family members to assist in the teaching 
process.   

c. Command that their contract be placed within your hands and proceed to ask for the living waters 
to wash it OR ask for the contract to be burned.   

i. Detach the cords to this spirit / Cut the cords with the Sword of Limited Freedom / 
Release / Remove the cords. 



d. If the spirit remains command the spirit to depart. Put your right arm to the square and say, “In 
the name of Jesus Christ I command this rebellious spirit to depart immediately and never 
return.” 

e. Seal the portal: “In the name of Jesus Christ, I command the portal that was being used to be 
sealed and never again be reopened.”  

i. Detach the cords to this portal / Cut the cords with the Flaming Sword / Release / Remove 
the cords. 

 
This plague is spread through plants, particularly fruit, so the fruit and plants must be treated as well. Also 
consider offering this treatment to all people who have become infected by it.    
 

1. Ask for a “cocoon” to be placed around the infected person’s energy field. 
a. Extend an invitation to all infected people upon this earth to receive this treatment. Invite each 

person to accept this cocoon.   
2. I Invite the energy compound (Group A) into the following areas:  

a. Directly into the cocoon and within your energy fields  
b. Into the infected soil 
c. The internal portions of the fruit that has been infected  
d. The location where the fruit meets the plant/vine.  
e. The plants to be spread through the leaves/buds/pollen/sap for when the wind blows and to be 

spread through the air as oxygen is produced and immediately cleansed. 
f. The roots of the plants for when it rains so that it drips into the soil and spread further. 
g. Then instruct the energies to multiply within the food; and into plant where the fruit is growing 

from – like its umbilical cord. 
3. Group A: 

a. Spiritual energies:  dependency on the atmospheric conditions + Preparation for the second 
coming + Conversion of all negativity into loving praise – combine  

b. Emotional energies: Bravery + Stability + Allowance + Grounding + Composure + Integrity – 
combine  

c. Love and strength of Spirit Animals: Kangaroo & Joey + Lion + His/Her (the infected person) 
mother’s umbilical cord + Wolf – invite  

d. Oils: Camphor + Peppermint + Eucalyptus + Sunflower – combine 
e. Precious stones: Lapis Lazuli + Hemimorphite + Pearl (white) + Jade (Nephrite) + Andratite + Moon 

Rock + A Fireball from the Sun + Jupiter’s Rings – combine  
f. Nutritional Supplements: Monolaurin + Chlorella + Royal Jelly + Omega 9 + Horsetail + Kolob 

#2,345 – invite 
g. Bacteria: Saccharomyces Boulardii + SBO #7 + Bacillus Coagulans + MBO #3 – combine 
h. Herbs: Horny Goat Weed + Mulungu + Mother Wart + Turmeric + Codonopsis + Cramp bark + St. 

John’s Wort  – combine 
i. Foods: Elderberry + Maca + Kephir + Seaweed + Asparagus + Coconut Milk Yogurt + Black beans – 

invite 
j. White powder gold + Chlorophyll + O17 + Mumio – combine  
k. Ionized Water + Kombucha – combine 
l. 8 hrs of restful sleep daily (NREM stage 3) 

4. Group B:  
a. Elements: 1 through #233 – they need to spin together upwards from the earth in a tornado type 

of motion; the top opens up into a cloud covering, merging synergistically; when the sun shines 
through this cloud covering it intensifies/strengthens the particles (from the energy compound) in 
the air which will be distributed to all those that need it, being breathed into each individual and 
almost instantly healing the person infected – merge 

5. Group C:  



a. Light energy waves: Invite all (24) of the planets in the solar system to send their energy waves. 
(This will go into the individuals and makes it possible for the body to “process” the particles from 
the energy above, because it would be difficult to breath it all in.) 

b. Sound wave: Pulsing sound wave from ALL of God’s creatures (animals, bugs, etc.) – mixes with 
the light waves  

6. Group A: Every other day for a ## days  
7. Group B: Every other day for a ## days – Invite these energies to come up from the Earth and to combine 

with the Group A 
8. Group C: We ask for everyday for a ## days  
9. Lovingly thank these energies for their service and assistance 

 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Plague Treatment #4  

Notes from Paul: We have been dealing with some sickness. This plague consists of multiple types of infections. 

My throat was very sore and I almost lost my voice. We removed this plague, but it came back. We discovered 

that we are all being constantly exposed to it because it is being spread through the water. An angel assisted us 

in removing it, along with wiping off of the planet. (Thank you Lord!)   

1. Invite the Sun, Moon and stars to shine down upon each infected person for ## days (light cooperating as 

one). 

2. Invite the Earth’s energy to come up from below with her energy for ## days (will be the same number of 

days as the Sun, Moon and stars). Invite the Earth’s energy to combine with the light energy from the Sun, 

Moon and stars. 

3. Invite the energy compound below onto the top layer of the earth’s surface. Also offer it to all individuals 

infected via foot. This compound will circulate throughout the human body and act as a conductor 

between the light from the Sun, Moon and stars and the energy from the Earth. 

4. Group A: 

a. Spiritual energies: Faith in God’s healing + Rejecting all uncleanliness that is not of God + Godly 
Peace + Spiritual Freedom – combine  

b. Emotional energies: Hope + Tolerance + Stability + Strength + Wisdom + Purpose + Compassion + 
Laughing + Pleasantness – combine  

c. Love and strength of Spirit Animals: Dove + Vulture + Alligator + Bunny + Owl + Hawk + Whale + 
Dolphin + Skunk + Ant Eater – invite 

d. Oils: Yarrow + Baobab + Vetiver + Wheat germ + Wormseed – combine 
e. Precious stones: Coral + Color-change Diaspore + Silimanite Cat’s Eye + Pearl (White) + Emerald + 

Fluorite – combine  
f. Nutritional Supplements: Hesperidin + L-Carnitine + Magnesium + Nopal + Thytrophin PMG* + 

Hypothalamus PMG* + L-Selenocysteine – invite 
g. Bacteria: – combine 
h. Herbs:  – combine 
i. Foods: Kelp + Tart Cherries + Aloe Juice + Hemp seeds + Seaweed + Rosehip + Fennel + Spinach + 

Dates – invite 
j. White powder gold + Chlorophyll + O17 + Mumio – combine  
k. Ionized Water + Kombucha – combine 
l. 8 hrs of restful sleep daily (NREM stage 3) 



5. Group B: (F = Frequency; V = Vibration) 
a. Elements:  

i. Chromium + Cobalt – merge 
ii. Rubidium + Tungsten + Astatine – merge  

b. Light energy wave: Electrical Power - Positive F 14.26 & V 15.19 – combine 
c. Sound wave: Acoustic - negative F 6.1 & V 6.7 – combine 

6. Synergistically combine all of the above 
7. Group A Time: ## days 
8. Group B Time: ## hour(s) / ## times a day / ## days 
9. For the times: Invite the energies onto the top layer of the earth’s surface and offered it to all individuals 

infected via foot. 
10. Ask for the group of energy to be distributed to the proper locations within the spirit, mind and body. 
11. Invite this compound to act as a conductor between the light from the Sun, Moon and stars and the 

energy from the Earth. 
12. Set the intention for it to be Neutralized / Defused / Released / Removed after the space of time specified 

for each treatment 
13. Lovingly thank these energies for their service and assistance 

 

Since this plague is being spread through the water, so the water must be treated on the surface of the Earth. This 

will take a lengthy time to reach all of the water within a water treatment plant and will be diluted. We can also 

invite the energies into the treatment plants; however, it won’t be as potent direct contact with the Earth.  

14. We ask for the Earth to share her acidity with all of the water upon the face of the Earth and within all 

containments holding water for ## days. During this time we ask the Earth to lower the acidity level of the 

water to 3. 

15. Following the completion of the ## days of acidity, we ask for the Earth to share her alkalinity with all of 

water upon the face of the Earth and within all containments holding water for ## days. During this time 

we ask the Earth to raise the alkalinity level of the water to 10. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
Plague Treatment #5 
 

The following compound was done for Melissa when a plague was identified in her. This plague was a dead 

version (which was still very fatal) of a plague that may be distributed widely in the future.  

(Note: This treatment was accompanied by a personal priesthood blessing, which is not part of the Spirit Code 

program. This is, of course, something that each client can pursue on their own.)  

1. Invite the Light Rod to God directly into the person and infection. 

Invite the following energies into the person’s governing meridian: 

2. Group A: 

a. Spiritual frequency from Kolob resonating at a vibration of the Son 
b. Spiritual energies: Harmony with the ways of the kingdom of God + The translation of plan/path 

of righteousness + Quiet solitude in reverence of the holiness of the Lord + Oneness with God and 
his plan for me – combine  



c. Emotional energies: Enlightenment + Grace + Purpose + Enthusiasm about Life + Relief + Self-
evident – combine  

d. Oils: Tea Tree + Bitter Almond + Orange + Eucalyptus + Rose Hip + Tarragon – combine 
e. Precious stones: Clinohumite + Smoky Quartz Crystals + Titanite (Sphene) – combine  
f. Nutrients: Invite in all of the nutrients of the earth  
g. Herbs: Ginseng root (Wild American) + Raspberry leaf – combine 
h. White powder gold + Chlorophyll + O17 + Mumio – combine  

3. Synergistically combine all of the above 
4. Group B: (F = Frequency; V = Vibration) 

a. Elements: Invite in all of the elements of the earth 
b. Electromagnetic plasma  
c. Sun energy wave called: Polarity magnetic connection energetic wave: positive F 357,321.11 & V 

23,528,318.1113 

5. Backtracking group B:  
a. Love – Energy of Love 
b. Earth – Elements of the Earth 

i. Magnesium, Nickel, Yttrium, Iridium, Rhenium, Arsenic, Hafnium  
c. Wind – atmosphere (oxidation molecule is the best clean air molecule) 

i. Hydrogen + Nitrogen + Oxygen + Oxygen (merge these four) and then add Helium = H N 
O2 He 

d. Fire – from the Sun  
i. Sun light wave: Polarity magnetic connection energetic wave (a small portion/fraction) – 

negative frequency 68.2 & vibration 69.3 – combine 
ii. Elements from the Sun: 138 + 187 + 272 – combine  

e. Water – ionized Water 
f. “With the use of the elements of love, earth, wind, fire and water, I backtrack Group B energy’s 

ability to naturally transform.”  
6. Group A Time: ## days  
7. Group B Time: # hours / # times a day / ## days 
8. Invite the group of energy into the meridian for the space of ## and ask for the energy to combine and 

merge based upon its needs 
9. Ask for the group of energy to be distributed to the proper locations within the spirit, mind and body 
10. Set the intention for it to be Neutralize / Defuse / Release / Remove after the space of time specified for 

each treatment 
11. Lovingly thank these energies for their service and assistance 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Plague Treatment #6 

This treatment is primarily done by God and the angels. This treatment is very particular and extremely deadly 

strain of a plague. The infection is within the atmosphere, so it must be eradicated from the atmosphere. This 

treatment must be spread out over the course of 3 days. Do one day at a time – meaning do not do the steps for 

day two and three while on the first day.  

Day 1: Paralyze the plague 

Day 2: Burn the plague in the atmosphere 

Day 3: Burn the plague that resides with the people infected by it  

 



Day 1: 

1. Ask Christ to spread His love with this treatment. Whether or not He does will be based upon His desire.  

2. Ask Christ to assist you with successfully offering this treatment to all those that desire to receive this 

treatment.  

3. The infection needs to be burned; however, this complicates the process because heat will rapidly 

multiply the infection. Heat alone will not accomplish the killing of the infection. We must include some 

natural elements. We must paralyze the infections before they multiply by using light and electricity 

(there’s a bit of speed of light, mixed with light from planets, mixed with light/electricity from the 

atmosphere). This light source will be magnified by the Sun and be spread throughout the land. To 

paralyze the infections… 

a. “I ask the elements from the light that is ever present in the atmosphere to cooperate with the 

light from the rotating planets. While using the speed of light to reach our atmosphere, I invite 

the light from other planets to create friction with the light that is present in our atmosphere 

for the purpose of producing heat and electricity. I invite this energy to power a group of 

elements that we will combine together to spread throughout the land.   

b. I ask Christ to command the elements so that they are spread to all people that are infected."  

c. Notes: Utilize this light source for one day before burning the infection from the air. This need to 

be done again on day two before the burning takes place.  

Day 2:  

We will be working with the molecules – forming them. These molecules consist of elements from the Sun and 

Earth. With the paralyzed infections from day one, these molecules will be commanded only to burn out the 

infections in the atmosphere and in each individual. Begin by repeating the steps from day one.   

1. “I ask the elements from the light that is ever present in the atmosphere to cooperate with the light from 

the rotating planets. While using the speed of light to reach our atmosphere, I invite the light from other 

planets to create friction with the light that is present in our atmosphere for the purpose of producing 

heat and electricity. I invite this energy to power a group of elements that we will combine together to 

spread throughout the land.   

2. I ask Christ to command the elements so that they are spread to all people that are infected.  

3. We invite the elements from the Sun #777 + #7,777 + #77,777 into our atmosphere to linger in the space 

of the clouds. We invite the elements from the sun to merge within the clouds. We invite Carbon + Helium 

+ Fluorine + Iron + Barium into the space of the clouds. We ask these elements to merge to form the 

CHLIB molecule. We invite Tantalum + Vanadium + Lead into the space of the clouds. We invite these 

elements to merge to form a molecule to form the TVL molecule. We invite the CHLIB molecules to merge 

with the TVL molecules to form the CHLIBTVL molecules. We invite the CHLIBTVL molecules to merge with 

the molecules from the Sun.  We ask the clouds to release these molecules into the atmosphere below for 

the purpose of burning and removing the paralyzed toxic infections within the air.  

Day 3: 

For day three: this treatment will offered to all those infected too.   

1. We invite the elements from the Sun #777 + #7,777 + #77,777 into our atmosphere to linger in the space 

of the clouds. We invite the elements from the sun to merge within the clouds. We invite Carbon + Helium 

+ Fluorine + Iron + Barium into the space of the clouds. We ask these elements to merge to form the 

CHLIB molecule. We invite Tantalum + Vanadium + Lead into the space of the clouds. We invite these 

elements to merge to form a molecule to form the TVL molecule. We invite the CHLIB molecules to merge 



with the TVL molecules to form the CHLIBTVL molecules. We invite the CHLIBTVL molecules to merge with 

the molecules from the Sun.  We ask the clouds to release these molecules into the atmosphere below for 

the purpose of burning and removing the paralyzed toxic infections within the air and within individuals 

that have become infected by this plague. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Plague Treatment #7 

1. Ask the millennial earth for the frequency of 3.23 to fold through time like an envelope encasing all within 

with the healing light beam of Kolob. We designate the healing light beam to be offered for the purpose 

of creating a smoke ray that ingests the toxic viral infection from all those within the envelope. I separate 

time, as time is our enemy, since this viral infection is rapidly destructive. 

2. I place a cylinder over the portal opening that is releasing this viral plague and around the edges I ask for 

the healing light beam to cauterize this cylinder to seal the portal. I place within the heart of all those 

infected, a plant whose flowers and aroma will offer justice and healing to the body, veins and blood 

vessels. We ask for this plant to take root within the abdomen, as it is a Godly creation meant to assist the 

body and sustaining life.  

3. We place the frequency of the earth during the time of the Garden of Eden of 15.73 to encase this 

envelope and to bounce energy back and forth between each frequency.  

4. Remove the energy and the rebellious spirit:  

 Seal the portal: “In the name of Jesus Christ, I command that the portal be sealed and never again be 

reopened.”   

 Bring to light the contract and wash it in the living waters to cleanse/remove their name.  Or if needed 

burn it. 

 Detach the cords/chains to the rebellious spirit / Cut with the Sun Sword / Release and remove the 

cords. 

o Ask the hounds to assist in chewing off the chains to the rebellious spirit. 

 Give the rebellious spirit three options:   

o Repent and become an angel in training, turn their heart towards God and accept the 

atonement. 

o Or they can depart and leave. 

o Or if they choose to attack, then cast them out in the name of Jesus Christ.  And ask for the 

assistance of a warrior angel if needed. Command the spirit in the various viruses to be 

brought back together into one piece.  

5. The virus looks like “spiders”. We collect all of the spiders: I ask the golden light net to sweep over my 

being and gather up all of the spiders and take them to a sandpit to dry them out and starve them.  

6. Invite and absorb in groups of energy to break down the excess, replace the depletion and heal the 
damaging effects of the energy 

a. With an organized pulse of each energy flowing in based upon the Fibonacci sequence  
b. Bring to light the excess, depletion and all damage caused energy within the spirit, mind and body 
c. Group A: 

i. Spiritual energies: Peace with the planet as we respect her mercy upon us and a promise 
to not harm her in return + The original purpose and creation + Placing others first the 
way that Christ taught + Patience in the healing process  – combine 

ii. Emotional energies: Hope + Virtue + Strength + Value  – combine  



iii. Love and strength of Spirit Animals: Tiger + Wolf – invite 
iv. Oils: Wintergreen + Baobab + Fennel  – combine 
v. Precious stones: The seven original stones of creation (with the energy flowing in a 

circular manner) – combine  
vi. Nutritional Supplements:  AHCC + Arabinoxlyan + Cat’s Claw + L. Glycine – invite 

vii. Bacteria: L. Cremoris + SBO #2 + MBO #5 – combine 
viii. Herbs: Rhodiola + Lemon Balm + Boneset – combine 

ix. Foods: A pattern of food that represent sacred geometry while being invited in with the 
golden ratio – invite 

x. White powder gold + Chlorophyll + O17 + Mumio – combine  
xi. Ionized Water + Kombucha – combine 

xii. 8 hrs of restful sleep daily (NREM stage 3) 
d. Group B:  

i. Elements:  
1. Francium + Neptunium + Californium  – merge to form a molecule  
2. Ruthenium + Manganese + Iodine – merge  
3. Jupiter #352 + Pluto #634 + Neptune #832 – merge 
4. Merge all three molecules to form a new molecule  

ii. Light energy wave: Healing Light Beam 
iii. Sound wave: Voice of God 

e. Synergistically combine all of the above 
f. Group A Time: ## Days 
g. Group B Time: ## hour(s) / ## times a day / ## days 
h. For the times: Invite the group of energy into the meridian (or the appropriate location) for the 

space of ## and ask for the energy to combine and merge based upon its needs 
i. With an organized pulse of each energy flowing in based upon the Fibonacci sequence 

i. Ask for the group of energy to be distributed to the proper locations within the spirit, mind and 
body 

j. Set the intention for it to be Neutralized / Defused / Released / Removed after the space of time 
specified for each treatment 

k. Lovingly thank these energies for their service and assistance 

 

 

 

 


